
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Henry & Holly: Good morning, Principal, teachers and fellow schoolmates, We are from 
form 5 BAFS class. 

Holly: I am Holly 
Henry: And I am Henry 

 

Henry: Today, we would like to talk about an exciting event happening in Hong Kong 
called "Night Vibes Hong Kong". One of the main highlights of Night Vibes Hong Kong is 
the " Waterfront Carnival". The Waterfront Carnival is the vibrant night markets popping 
up at the Wan Chai harbourfront area. Blending elements of Hong Kong culture, art, 
music and technology,  
 
Holly: the event comprises classic Hong Kong street food, music and dance 
performances, drone shows, film screenings, special workshops and art exhibitions, as 
well as stalls selling different products, snacks and drinks. 

 

Henry: The first Night Vibes Hong Kong event has already taken place, and it has been a 
great success. Within six days, approximately 100,000 people visited the three seaside 
night markets. This shows that Night Vibes Hong Kong has already made a positive 
impact. 

 

Holly: That's amazing! And the best part is, Night Vibes Hong Kong will continue to host 
events throughout the year, covering various festivals such as Mid-Autumn Festival, 
Halloween, Christmas, New Year's Eve, and more. 

 

Henry: It's fantastic to see Hong Kong embracing its status as an international metropolis 
and tourism hotspot. By participating in Night Vibes Hong Kong, All of us can experience 
the city's vibrant nightlife and contribute to the growth of Hong Kong's tourism industry. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Holly: Absolutely! We encourage everyone to actively participate in Night Vibes Hong 
Kong and enjoy the energy and charm of Hong Kong at night. 

 

Henry: So, let's make the most of this opportunity and join in the festivities. Let's explore 
the Waterfront Carnival, indulge in delicious street food, and immerse ourselves in the 
vibrant atmosphere of Night Vibes Hong Kong. 

 

Holly: Thank you all for listening, and let's make this a memorable experience for 
everyone. Have a great day! 


